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• How it works by example
• Closing and future work
Intro to The Problem
Distributed Simulations Communicate
Unavoidable communications delays
Shared world views not possible
So we use semi-independent approximations, 
which works to a point
Intro to The Problem
Simulations can be used for control, but 
Semi-independent control won’t work acceptably for:
Tele-robotics
Precise distributed command and control
Live, Virtual, Constructive simulation and training
Interactive gaming and real-time social presence
Augmented Reality mobile support
Intro to The Problem
Simulations can be used for control, but 
Semi-independent control won’t work acceptably for:
Tele-robotics
Precise distributed command and control
Live, Virtual, Constructive simulation and training
Interactive gaming and real-time social presence
Augmented Reality mobile support
Whats common?  Time critical decision making
But the latency gets in the way and causes...
The Problem
Divergent World Views 
The Problem
Divergent World Views 
























Hasn’t this been fixed before?
No
Cluster methods - recapturing dead time
Dead Reckoning & Attribute Extrapolation
CPU to memory latency hiding
The Contribution
Latency Hiding




Red vs. Blue revisited
Twice more!
Red vs. Blue,
























LA vs SF: The Big Picture







Discrete Event Simulation (DES) 

















Compute when the move will actually start 
and transmit packet
Compute when trigger will activate 
and transmit packet
Blue has not moved from the start position 
so the movement event is still valid
Red has not moved from the start position 















Compute the accelerating move and when next update must be made (50ms), 
transmit packet
Less than latency to end 
of event so pre-compute 
the next event
Less than latency to end 
of event so pre-compute 
the next event











Expired move start event
superseded old move was removed from event queue











































+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
leave the 
barrel

















Precompute path of bullet to next required update,
projected impact based on current info
 (Red Stationary)
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60




















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
Precompute a continued 
Accelerating move and 
transmit

























 Real World 
Synchronization Point
DES Timeline: Catching Up




Compute the accelerating 
move and when next 




Caught up in SF!
Red won’t be there for the 
bullet collision anymore, 







+10ms 20 30 40 50 60









Trigger pull packet arrived
Joystick input packet arrived
 Real World 
Synchronization Point





Compute when and how bullet will leave the barrel
Accelerating move
DES Timeline: Catching Up








+10ms 20 30 40 50 60







Red moves on 
Blue’s display
Trigger pull packet arrived
Joystick input packet arrived





DES Timeline: Caught Up











+10ms 20 30 40 50 60









Compute path of bullet
Caught up in LA
Red moves on 
Blue’s display
Trigger pull packet arrived
Joystick input packet arrived


















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60


























+10ms 20 30 40 50 60









projected motion event agrees with 
transmied motion event
Bullet Move
















































+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60





















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
Bullet Move Bullet Move
Accelerating move






















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60






















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
Bullet Move Bullet Move
Accelerating move
Steady state move





















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60




Precomputed accelerating move packet arrives,





















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60
+10ms 20 30 40 50 60






















+10ms 20 30 40 50 60


























+10ms 20 30 40 50 60




DES Timeline   (end of example)
Bullet Move




Traditional methods test all objects each time step
Most popular algorithms look for overlaps on x,y,z axes






Safety & Correctness 
.3m
2.545m











    
 Legend
   Event flow:                  Data Pull:               Schedule onto Queue: 
   Event type:   Dynamics            Sensor              Visualizations:     
                                                     Network                      
 Executed at time: tj     Non-time labeled transitions are immediate
Broad Phase collision detection
tree insertion operation
refine Broad Phase bounding 
volumes, if necessary
if narrow phase is required at 
time tj , schedule:
 Evaluate Narrow Phase 
event at tj
virtual tree insertion operation
R*-Tree
Spatial Index
if no potential collision projected: 
nothing further to do 
if narrow phase is required at 
time tj , schedule:
 Evaluate Narrow Phase 
event at tj
if no potential intersection 
projected: nothing further to do 

























 Bounding volume heirarchy














if determined a collision will 
happen at time tk
schedule:
 Evaluate Collision 
Response
event at tk
if no collision projected:
nothing further to do
event: Compute 
Entity Motion
update entity state 
evaluate Broad Phase 
collision detection
schedule: Compute 
Entity Motion event at  ti
+!tadaptive 





update energy packet state 
Generate sensor energy 
packet approximations for
 ti to ti+!tadaptive
schedule: Compute 
Sensor Propagation 
event at ti+!tadaptive 





if determined an intersection 
will happen at time tk , 
schedule: 
 Evaluate Collision 
Response
event at tk
if no intersection projected: 






collision event update(s) 
schedule:
 Compute Entity 
Motion




 Compute Entity 
Motion








 Compute Sensor 
Propagation
event at ti 
Network Comms
place incoming events 
into Queue
transmit owned entity 
events
maintain equip in loop 
connections





if behavior driven forces 
alter trajectory, schedule:
 Compute Entity 
Motion
event at ti ; 
cancel intervening motion 
related events





Topographic stripping, cancel 
existing energy packet event
(s) as required
signal arriving at receiver:
determine contact strength, 
presentation, doppler, etc.
for reflections & refractions 
schedule:
 Compute Sensor 
Propagation
event at intersection time tk 
Service exterior connections
[Hardware in the loop
other simulations/trainers]
Select any necessary new 
sensor response geometry 





 Regional Event Queue
 (time sorted)
VisualPool: Browser Specific Code







observer  update   
Closing
Fewer motion events to compute
So compute them with higher fidelity!
Aggressively optimistic event transmission
Controlled aggression to avoid expensive rollback
Not shown, but use long event durations for remote 
computation
Great for sparse environments
Sparse measured in milliseconds & millimeters
Not so great for densely packed stuff
Closing
Future Work
Will it be efficient enough???
How much latency can we hide?
Proposed work on low earth orbit telepresence
Security through shared environment
Real time tactical what-if and reality check
Open standard and business case building
And tons more
Closing
Done!
Questions?
